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I. Introduction

Methodology  
This conceptual analysis:
�Illustrates the importance of inter-organizations, also referred as collaborative 
networks, and the impact of centralization or central connectivity, used interchangeably, 
based on various traditional and contemporary academic approaches. 
�Depicts a topological model to interpret the connectional and contextual network 
dynamic with classified correlations of centrality. 
�Invokes generalized categories of centrality within the dimensions of the framework. 

II. Inter-organizational Collaboration

III. The Centralization Effect

Centralization in Organizations
The significance of knowledge sharing is substantially 
highlighted through the formation of alliances in a 
“hub firms” as part of knowledge acquisition and 
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Fig. 2- Cycles of Learning in a Research 
&Development (R&D) Collaborative Network. [2]

Importance of Analysis
Collaboration and centralization are correlated topics of interest in the network 
analysis and their crucial contribution to organizational development and learning:
�Help facilitates information channeling in the network, 
�Contribute to expand the knowledge universe of organizations
�Promote communication and cooperation 
�Augment competitive advantage skills needed to enable innovation [1]
�Increase firm growth [2]

Networks are described as “loose collections of individuals who 
maintain impersonal and constantly shifting exchange ties, as in 
markets, or through stable networks of exchange partners who maintain 
close social relationships.”[3]
Collaborative efforts facilitate knowledge sharing, which also 
generates social capital- a series of resources embedded in the social 
synergy that connects individuals and their collectives’ actions. [4]
Inter-organizational Collaboration is the collaborative effort that 
evolves when indispensable information that enables innovation is not 
available within the boundaries of the organization. [2] It is also referred 
as a cooperative network, which is conceived as a collection of 
companies where actors collectively contribute to a common cause, 
similar to inter-organizational teams. 

The following hypothesis support the 
learning dynamic in a collaborative 
network (as shown in fig. 2): 
1. Collaboration with alliances and 
experience would generate more 
alliances, and network expansion.
2. Collaboration, experience, and 
network expansion increase central 
connectivity.
3.Central connectivity and network 
collaboration experience increases 
firm growth.
4. Central connectivity increases 
collaboration with alliances. [2]

Fig. 1. Network Nest: The 

network universe of  hubs, 

where  each firm forms its 

own centrality circle.

Centralization, also referred as central 
connectivity or centrality, is considered a primary 
property characterized by multiplicity and strength 
of tie formations. 
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“hub firms” as part of knowledge acquisition and 
network management.[8] Hub firms are models of 
collaborative networks (as illustrated in fig.1) that are 
centrality connected and thus, have the power and 
prominence attained through a dual relationship 
between individual attributes and their position in the 
network, using their power to lead and unite dispersed 
resources and capabilities of members. [8]
Researches  Results
Researchers defend their hypotheses that both 
network collaboration and centralization significantly 
contribute to the growth of inter-firm alliances, [6] and 
noted that the centrality principle also applies to both 
positive and negative dense clustering, inferring that 
firms with positive density exhibited high centrality 
levels, while those with negative density tend to have 
isolated effects. [5] Tsai’s findings supports that: “The 
centrality of an organizational unit's network position 
is positively related to its innovation” [1] They 
conclude that “firms embedded in alliance networks 
that exhibit both high clustering and high reach (short 
average path lengths to a wide range of firms) will 
have greater innovative output than firms in networks 
that do not exhibit these characteristics”[7] and show:
Firms with high centrality levels:
�Were older and larger, suggesting that firms with ties 
tend to grow faster than firms without ties
�Opted to continue a relationship with their old  
alliances after their agreement ended. 
�Initiated different projects with the same alliance
�Showed significant growth
�Increased new diverse ties
� Were publicly traded at a larger percentage
Firms with low centrality levels:
�Dropped by 50%
�Were rare [2]

A strong multiplicity of alliances does not only provide collaborative organizations the opportunity to 
expand their learning horizon and build central status within networks but also help them gain 
competitiveness in the marketplace. This analysis may further be refined and amplified through 
aggregated definitions of classified centrality categories. Some of the benefits of the general 
practice of collaboration include: Increased collaborative project management skills, competencies, 
new project awareness, as well as augmented reputation. [7] Although some researchers continue 
to be challenged in attempting to determine the tangible outcomes of network ties, [2] many 
increasingly believe that organizations can greatly benefit from alliances, and contemporary 
literature continues to corroborate with the new notion that “Collaboration is the new competition.”

IV. Conclusion
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Table 1. Central Connectivity Conditions.

Coordinate 

Condition

Axis Description

X= connectivity; Y= closeness.

I Direct + X + Y Direct connectivity & direct 

closeness

II Indirect - X + Y Indirect connectivity & direct 

closeness 

III Indirect 

Distant 

- X – Y Indirect connectivity & indirect 

closeness

IV Direct 

Distant

+ X – Y Direct connectivity & indirect 

closeness

of tie formations. 
Connectivity denotes the connectional dynamic 
that determines whether the connection type of the 
tie is direct or indirect.
Closeness indicates the contextual dynamic, 
which may be defined as the direct or indirect level 
of proximity, separation or compatibility between 
networks. The connectivity dynamic can also be 
illustrated by the Markov’s transitive triad effect, 
which states that if firm A is directly connected to 
firm B, and firm B is directly connected to firm C, 
then firm C is indirectly connected to firm A. [5] 
According to recent models of networks literature 
the geographic distance between networks can 
cause networks separation.[6] Following this 
pattern, the greater the number of networks 
situated in the first quadrant directly connected 
and closed to A (on the northeast hemisphere) the 
greater the centrality level of A (as shown in fig. 3). 
Firms with a higher number of direct connection 
type would be highly central in the network. 
Hence, their dense local clustering would give 
them status and power to diffuse information, as 
well as promote communication and cooperation in 
the network. [7] This model of centralization class 
is further described in table 1 below.
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Fig. 3 above depicts a connected graph for a network 
system where A, B, C, D and E are organizations, and 
each one is connected to at least one organization in 
the network. This four-division framework may be also 
generate sixteen possible centralization classifications, 
resulting in a binomial distribution N∑K=0 N!/(N-K)!K! 
(where 24=16=4C0 + 4C1 + 4C2 +…nCn = 2n, or 1 + 4 + 6 
+ 4 + 1 = 16, which is also known as the sum of the 5th 
row of Pascal’s triangle),  
The model illustrates the following four scenarios: 

I. Direct:  A contacts B directly, and A & B are situated 
within the same distance (X=1, Y=1). 

II. Indirect: A contacts C through indirect contact, and A & 
C are situated within the same distance (X=-1, Y=1).

III. Indirect Distant: A contacts D through an indirect 
contact, and A & D are not situated within the same 
distance (X=-1, Y=-1). 

IV. Direct Distant: A contacts E directly, and A & E are not 
situated within the same distance (X=1, Y=-1). 

Fig. 3 Central Connectivity Classification Model. 
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